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Stu den ts pa y for College Pre sid ent s' raises
By Bryon Hayes

Comment staff
While state funding to the
institution s of higher education
have been cut, Massachus etts
state college presidents are
reading themselves for pay raises.
In the Commonw ealth, 19 of
the 27 st.ate college presidents are
eligible for a pay raise. Said
spokesman for the Board of
Regents, Terry Zoulas, "The

raises would be in effect before
the end of this year."
Six college presidents already
have received thier pay increases.
These raises reflect a hike
between five and 12 percent of
their current pay standard. This
amounts to a total which nears
$40,000.
The State Student Associatio n
of Massachu setts executive
director, Joseph Langis, stated
that the 11 increases were totally

uncalled for at this time."
The presidents who gained the
largest increases were William
O'Neil from Massachu setts
College of Art, and Daniel
Asquino of Mount Wachusett
. Communit y College.

The raises come at a time
when the budget request to the
higher education system was cut
by $52 million, due to declining
state revenues.

As a result, numerous state
colleges and universities have had
to encat hiring freezes, caps on
program enrolleme nt, and the
paying of one time "emergency
fees" to alleviate funding fees.
The pay raise recommendations
were based on an evaluation
completed by the college's local
board of trustees. Their proposals ·
were subject to approval or denial
by the Board of Regents.
Three weeks prior to this

decision, the Chancello r of
Higher Education Franklyn
Jenifer received a 12 percent pay
increase from the Board of
Regents. This brought his pay
total to $112,000. This also
occurred with budget cuts in full
effect
Zealas stated that it is never
easy to grant salary increases
during the "good times or bad.
nut it is even more difficult when
times m-e tough."

.Satirist Dic k Gregory
brings hum or to BSC
By Angela Comacchioli
Comment staff
Dick Gregory, satirist, spoke
before an anxious audience
Wcdnc0day night after arrivi_n an
it was worth it.
Gregory started by explaining
that his plane was delayed in
Philadelph ia. He then compared
airlines, "the white means of
transportation, to Greyhound , the
black folks way to travel.
Greyhound never lies to you."
An airport; may have a plane
crashed but they yvon't tell the
people that. On lost baggage he
said one can tell the people at
Greyhound how many bags they
lost and then they give the
customer someone else's lost
bags.
Gregory made some comments
about the presidential candidates.
He asked if people heard about
Dukakis asking Bush for another
debate on election eve. "Bush
isn't even debatable"
He suggested that Dukakis
should have picked Jesse Jackson
for his partner. "Not because he
is black or because he came in
second ... picture the Michael

Jackson ticket!"
Gregory next commente d on
people who steal. If one gets
caught at least have a good
excuse: the Oral Roberts excuse.
god said "he'd kill me if l didn't

The Surgeon General was the
subject of .his next attack. "Koop· ·
has everyone scared about sex
because
the. fear of AIDS.· He
tells us we can have safe sex, use
a condom. I thought, condo,
honey I'm glad we bought two
last week."
He the_n spoke about drugs. He
was amused by the idea of five
secret service agents using drugs.
"Here's Mrs. Reagan upstairs
preaching 'say no to drugs' and.
Alice in Wonderland: Phi Sigma Sigma sorority stacks the deck for the Hallowee n
she forgot to tell the guys
downstairs."
Monster Mash Dash last Friday. (Staff photo by Debra Wlllis)
Gregory then said, "You can
make a difference as a college
student. If you want to change
this educationa l system, that
keeps you up all night studying
while your teachers sleep, do it.
However most of you are too
scared to speak up."
By Ed Ward
Comment
staff
"You can make a difference
''Massachusetts has pursued a policy in
once you understand who you are
"If there's one point you
favor of private institutions 11
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Dr. Richatd Ekman will visit After a short informal
session, working at an institution which
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tBy tlie Way ...

Registration for Spring Courses
A candle-li~ht vigil for peace: Jack Healey lectures at BSC, calling on the world to leave
all the suffering behind. (Photo by Christopher Perra)

Healey lectures students about justice
The United States is ignorant to world problems
By Sharon Cignetti
Contributor
Last Thursday night, in the
Horace Mann Auditorium, Jack
Healey, the Executive Director of
Amnesty International, told
Bridgewater State College that,

....... .

America and many others were
covered. Healey spoke of his
personal experence with the
victims of these afflicted worlds.
"These are people so different
than you and I," stated Healey.
The United States is ignorant
to the problems that the people

~

the tortures. This was the general
feeling observed throughout the
audience.
The countries most responsible
for the injustices that plague the
worlds people; who are they we
ask? There is not one, it is the
East and West fighting to gain
11
Freedom

.ea ey sp
· ···tortnrethat··plag11es""Ollr"'World-:-~~~~~~~~~•-•
coming more educated
Where does the responsibility lie
causes that Amnesty International
in stopping these tortures? Who
After the lecture, Healey
is fighting. "The free must work
is going to care about these
opened
the floor to a questions
for
the
unfree,"
was
a
very
strong
live?" he asked. Healey's answer,
and
answer
period. He answered
statement.
Healey
begged
for
our
"not the government of the world
the
questions
to the best of his
support,
the
United
States
is the
but the human family. The world
ability
and
gave
his personal
sponsor
of
one-third
of
Amneeds. to leave all the suffering
insight.
A
candle
light ritual
nestts
funding
but
it's
not
behind."
The issues of political
enough. Human rights must not followed on the steps of Boyden
· Hall to proclaim that unjust
hostages and tortures in hot areas
suffer.
such as South Africa, Ireland. the
We should do everything imprisonment, torture and
executions must be stopped.
Middle East East, Central
possible to stop the killings and

Second candidate visits campus
Tinsley impressed with Bridgewater's campus
cont.fromp. l
people are used to working
together in a constructive fashion
rattier than one characterized by
fighting with each other. Tinsley
indicated that, "this is a campus
with a very constructive history."
Tinsley is currently the
Executive Vice President and
Provost at Glassboro State
College in New Jersey. A school
very much like Bridgewater, she
believes, with a strong teaching
base currently dividing out and
talcing the first steps toward
becoming a multi-purpose
university.
She spoke highly of Bridgewater
State College. "Bridgewater is a
fine state college," said Tinsley.
"You have the potential to pull
out ahead (of the rest)." She
considers Bridgewater to be one

to· encourage and develop new
programs amid the present far
reaching budget cuts. Tinsley
answered, "Massachusetts has
pursued
policy in favor of
private institutions. Any
candidate who came to
Bridgewater takes the following
risk: to move the staff of the
Board of Regents of Higher
Education toward more equity
between the public .and private
institutions." And concluded that
if chosen as President of {lSC, 11 I
will be· working, as any other
President in the Public' sector, on
that task."
She ended, her visit obviously.
impressed with Bridgewater State
College. "You've got a nice
campus here. The ·physical"
setting is definite asset," she
stated

a

of the best (colleges) in the
Massachusetts public college
system.
A question and answer session
followed her short presentation in
which, among others, she -was
asked to speculate on her apil~ty

Registration for day school courses for the 1989
semester will begin on Monday, November 7., and
continue through Friday, November 18.
Appointments should be made now, with the student's
advisor in their major department, to ensure their
registering before deadline.
The advisors will assist students in planning and
meeting the requirements for a student's major and
minor, and in completing the registration form correctly.
Students who are unsure of who their advisors are
should check the lists posted outside the Registrar's
Office and in the Academic Advising Center, located in
the Maxwell Library.
Students who choose not to register during this official
period will be permitted. to register between Monday,
November 28 to Friday, December 2.
There will be, however, a late fee of $25.00 for those
students who register during this second period. Also,
0
"
•
•
,effect for
ose students who register after December 2 can not
be guaranteed to receive their selected classes.

New Courses to Be Offered
The Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies
has announced that they will be offering six new courses
and one new elective for the 1989 Spring semester.
The elective, entitled Afro-American Religion , will be
taught by Fran Quaglio, will be held Monday,
Wednesday, Friday (MWF) at 12:00. The elective will.
focus on the black religious experience in America as a
continuation and expression of black African religion, and
as a liberation movement by a colonized or third-world
people.
This course satisfies the GER in Non-Western
Studies.
The new courses are the New Testament, taught by
Milton Boyle and meets MWF at 10:00. This course
explores the historical, theological, and literary ideas of
this work.
David Cheney will be teaching Theories of Happiness.
This examines the major views of happiness, what it is,
and how to get it. The class will meet at 12:15 on
Tuesday and Thursday (TX).·
Great Philosophers II, a course which will examine the
lives and ideas of Descartes, Hume, and Kant, will be
offered on MWF ,at 10:00. Steven Sanders will be the .
professor.
Sanders will also lead Philosophy of Law, which will
discuss ethical issues in the practice of law. This willbe
held MWF at 11 :00.
,Symbolic Logic will be offered on TX at 9:25, and its
professor will be Ed James. This will study ways of
,making and evaluating good arguments.
James will also host Ethical Theory. This will evaluate
major ethical perspectives and consider ethical pluralism.
It wil1 be held TX at 10:50.

Thought for the Week

Corrections:
In the October 20 issue of the Comment, in the Sports section, there were two names
left, out of the BAIRS roadrace, for the top ten women finishers. Joanne Anderson
placed second, and Heather McClennan came in third.
The assistant coach of the Cross Country team had his name printed wrong. His
correct name is Bill McKinnon- not Mac Connick. We appologize for the errors.

"Public officers are the servants and agents of the
people, to execute the laws which the people have
made."
-Grover Cleveland
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LET'S ELECT ONE OF OUR OWN TO THE STATE HOUS E

DA NI EL CL IFF OR D

IN THE RACE .FOR THE 8TH PLYMOUTH DISTRICT, DAN CLIFFORD IS
THE ONLY CANDIDATE THAT MADE HIGHER EDUCATION A PRIORI1Y
ON HIS CAMPAIGN. HE IS THE ONLY CANDIDATE THAT HAS COME
OUT IN FAVOR OF A CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE AT BSC. DAN IS A
PERSON THAT UNDERST ANDS THE IMPACT OF TUITION INCREAS ES
ON COLLEGE STUDENT S. THEREFO RE, WE ASK YOU TO VOTE FOR A
CANDIDATE THAT WILL RESPOND TO THE NEEDS OF THIS COLLEGE .
WE ASK YOU TO VOTE FOR DAN CLIFFORD.

VOTE DANIEL F. CLIFFORD JR.
•

•

•

I

STATE REPRES ENTATI VE
8th PLYMO UTH DISTRIC T

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Dan Clifford.

3

4
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Providing service to the camp us
Meet the Director of Personnel at the college
By Joe Sherman
Contributor

Her e & The re
INTERNATIONAL================

Few students are familiar with
me Office of Personnel or what
it does. The director of this
office. Peter Tsaffaras. believes
that more insight and information
should be made known to the
students of the college:.
The Office of Personnel offers
a broad range of services to all
the
college's
employees,
including ·student employees.
Some of the services offered are
the re.cording of attendance for all
employees. running a weekly
payroll, and taking care of
benefits, which include
retirement, group insurance. and
workers' compensation.
This office also maintains all
personnel files, takes care of
labor contracts, and is in charge
of recruiting and hiring
employees.
Tsaffaras stated that his office
is a proactive force and "helps
employees takes care of their
problems and tries to be as
positive as possible...

Marcos Arraigned on Charges
Imelda Marcos, the wife of the former President of the
Phillipines Ferdinand Marcos, pleaded innocent to
racketeering charges which involved fraud and
embezzlement. Her bail has been set at $5 million.
The charges surround her and her husbands dealings
concerning Manhattan real estate purchases. U.S District
Judge John Keenan said that Marcos could not head back
to Hawaii until the details of her bail were finalized.
Ferdinand Marcos' arraignment has been temporarily
postponed due to medical problems.
Director- of the Office of Personnel Peter Tsaffaras. His goal
is to provide seNices to employees of the college and
resolve their problems. (Staff photo by Charles Tsouproke)
When asked if he had much
contact with students, Tsaffaras
said his only contact is when
students receive parking tickets
and come to see him as "The
Hearing Officer." This is when
students feel that the ticketing of
their car is unfair, and the fine
should not be paid. Tsaffaras acts
as mediator and tries to solve this
problem

The other contact Tsaffaras has
with students is when they are
seeking employment with the
college because they are not
eligible for financial aid.

According to Tsaffaras, the
main goal of the Office of
Personnel is to provide a service
to college employees and to try
to resolve their problems.

Cam pus Police Log
Wednesday, 18 October
1832
1
1
--~~~-OOO~!slll\ll!o•rcrs•.en•r1oul.~l.•~lllreatlllll

LGH lot~. lights not on.

2200

mn dorm. BFD ··ffiuisporong"""'""''"1m1Ii0t~.rOtcr~.~arrtglanm~~rw~l'M"

female to Brockton Hospital.
0110
Ofcrs.
route to
Wood. Bomb threat... called in
to desk at Wood. BFD respond-

en

ing.
0850
Ofer. Fruzzetti requesting wrecker for Apts. - Motorcycle in hallway of Bldg. 2. Ace
Auto en route.
0900
Ace auto leaving with
above. (partially disassembled,
no reg. plate.)
0903
Ofer. Fruzzetti.requesting another wrecker. Moped
chained to pipe outside building.
Mr. J. Perry and Ben Ellis Towing en rou~.
0925
Abvenottowed. Pipeis
gas line. Removal dangerous.
1345
Report of large amount
of glass in Gym lot Ofer.
Fruzzetticheckingarea.Noglass
found.
1425
Wallet w/ I.D. found at
Gym lot - turned over to CP
1456
Fire Alarm - Scott.
Ofer. Fruzzetti responding. Mr.
Cummings notified to replace
smoke detector head
1610
Lock-out - LGH lot
(Ofer. Moore assisting.)
1629
Lock-out - LGH lot
(Ofer. Fagan assisting.)
1750
Fire Alarm - Apt 8-B.
Ofer. Fagan en route.

2020

Sgt. Chiocca, (BPD), in
station to speak w/ Sgt. Cuningham.
2230
Ace Auto, Ben Ellis
Towing requested. for two vehicles in Co-Vets lot (Editor's
Note: This is the Resident lot
next to Wood.)
2245
Ben Ellis towing leaving with Chevy Caprice. (MA
reg. 984-RWZ)
2250
Ace Auto leaving with.
blue VW. (MA reg. 242-NLM)
2255
RAattheHillreports he
called tow company to remove
vehicles from front of Shea/
Durgin - Company advised call
CP
2300
Ofer.Fagan reports two
vehicles in front of Hill w/out
decals, both ticketed

2332
Ofer. Moore on transport from LGH lot to Wood.

Thursday, 19 October
1500
Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Ofer. Fruzzetti assisting.)
1728
Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Ofer. Moore assisting.)
. 1910
DMV - Apts. lot Tan
Ford Escort. (MA reg. 661-JEB)
1921
Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Ofer. Moore assisting.)

A&A Metro South
Limous ine Service

-

Elegance in Transportatio n
Any Special Occasion

Stretch Limo.

697-0017

Van Service

0945 Chief Graca in station,
meeting wI BSC employee.
1000 Lock-out - Art. Bldg.
lot. (Ofer. Zeiba assisting.)
1220
Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Ofer. Zeiba assisting.)
1300 Lock-out - LOH lot
(Ofer. Zeiba assisting.)
1510 Lock-out - Park Terrace. (Chief Graca assisting.)
1515
Lock-out-Maxw ellLibrary. (Ofer. Zeiba assisting.)
1638 Message delivered to
student- Burrill Ave. Bldg.
1736
Ofer. Roginieliwicz on
transport from LGH to Burrill
Ave. Bldg.
1740
Lock-out - LGH lot
(Ofer. Roginieliwicz assisting.)
1845
Fire Alarm - Apt 7-B.
Ofer. Fagan en route.
2021
Ofer. Roginieliwi~z out
at Wood- lot - checking flatbed
truck removing vehicle.
2034 Ofer. Fagan assisting
BPD at Summer and Plymouth.
Saturday, 21 October
0032
Call forBomb threat fourth floor Shea Durgin. BFD
called
0050
Female transporte,d to

Brockton Hospital by BFD. Possible broken ankle.
0230
Apt 7-A called - alarm
sounding in room.
Ofer.
Fruzzetti responding.
0235
Above alann disconnected.
0330
Car 1 en route to Brockton Hospital to pick up party
from 0050 entry.
0510 Call for alarm - Apt. 2A. Ofer. Barney en route. Noth•
cont. onp. 6

U.S. Plans to Back Pakistan
Officials in Washington vow to support the
Afghanistan's Leader Mujahedeen and the government of
Pakistan, after is was determined that the Soviet Union is
in the process of deploying aircrafts and missles in
Afghanistan.
State Department and White House Officials are
expressing great concern over this development, stating
that it questions the "Soviets stated desire to achieve a
genuine settlement in Afghanistan."
··
The Soviet Union had no response to the White
House's decree.

NATIONAL====================
AIDS on Campus
According to Gary Noble, an AIDS official at the
Federal Centers for Disease Control, nearly I in 300
college students is infected with the virus.
Noble stated that, "if they are representative of levels
nationwide for college students, the infection levels
n t}:tls gro~p are co~parable to those who are at
,
was comp1 e y e menca
Collegiate Health Association, was designed .to
anonymously test 1000 blood samples from each of the
20 university health centers set up around the country.

Aviation Communic ation Wanted
The Federal Aviation Administration has asked that
pilots and air traffic controllers communicate more
effectively, as the busdest travel season of the year gets
underway.
FAA Chief Allan MacArtor stated that, "poor voice
communication is a risk." He said that more training and
discipline is needed..
The FAA's goal is to teach over 800,000 controllers
and pilots the importance of precise communication·.
It was reported that over 80% of the safety problems
that pilots report to the government involve misunderstood instructions, messages being too long, and
similar letters sounding like numbers.

LOCAL= ======= ======= =======

Outlines on Affordable Housing Made
The Bridgewater Fair Housing Partnership Committee
has created a guideline. for a plan which would create
affordable housing in the Town of Bridgewater.
The site for this housing development would be on
Vernon Street, at the 168 piece condominium site.
The developers of this site, Cbns ~prrou Consultants,
had agreed to set aside ten percent of the
co1 condominiums for affordable housing. The new
guideline asked that 30 percent of the available units be
set aside for this purpose.

ATTENT ION!
The Comment is looking for students
to complete this colunm each week.
Anyone interested should either stop
by or contact Bryon at the Commen t
at 697-1200, ext. 2159.
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College security problems
addr essed by Cam pus Police

Co mm ent Poll

By David Flannery
Comment staff

In working to improve safety
on campus, Graca· is presently
trying to communicate with the
Campus Police Chief Board of Trustees over funding
Fortunato Graca feels that the for the department and other
issue of safety is one that does suggestions as well. He feels that
need to be discussed, since he the idea of shuttle buses running
believes that his department is on the weekends is a good one.
underfunded and understaffed. He
He is also presently improving
also feels that students need to
the current officers by having
involve themselves more in them go through a certified police
learning about their own safety.
academy, and by having had one
The problem of safety here on officer involved in a rape
campus arises out of the fact that investigation unit. Graca hopes
there are one-hundred thirty acres that this will update his
of land divided by railroad tracks
department
to cover with only an average of
Other plans being worked on
two campus police officers on include having the shuttle buses
duty in a given eight hour shift.
at night which will drop off
Graca adds that the college is students who request to be driven
also located near correctional to the lower Great Hill parking
facilities, including a half-way
lot.
house, an alcoholic facility, and
Also, after last year's failed
Bridgewater State. Hospital. At
foot-patrol program, a new one is
times, on Saturdays and Sundays being worked on by the Student
for example, only one officer is
Government Association. Graca
on duty between 8 a.m. and 4
suggests that instead of having
p.m.
foot patrols. he would prefer
Graca has other concerns, having a student driving a van
inluding one which he calls equipped with a police radio to
'student apathy." He feels that
pick up students if they need an
people are not reporting
escort.
suspicious incidents to the
Graca says that it is his
police.
department's job to enforce the
He added that, "we don't mind
rules of the college and the laws
responding to (what may be) false
of the ·Common wealth of
alarms.'' But, he· wishes that Massachusetts. He believes that
students would report any
the campus police accomodate the
suspicious action, whether it be students as best that they can.
false or not
Graca suggests that if students
1

Overall, Graca would like to

have

complaint s

or

want

If the Election were held today who would you vote for?
70
In the 1lnal tally Dukakrs-Bentsen
recived 50% of the vote while
Bush-Quayle recieved 37%

El Bush
11 Dukakis
0 Other

33

Total tally

Female voters

Male voters

The second question asked: Regardless of for whom you are going to vote, which candidate
do you be live is
going to win?
123 students believe Bush-Quayle will win. Only 12 believe that Dukakis-Bentsen will win. 5 did
not respond.
How the student respondents break down:

Class of 1992

Other 2%

During the first week of November, The Comment conducted a poll of one-hund;ed forty-one students to
determine their preferences in the upcoming National Presidential race.
The questionaire handed to students contained six questions: The first question was, If the Election were
held today who would you vote for? The second read, Regardless of for whom you arc-going to vote, which
candidate do you believe is going to win? The last four questions simply asked students to indicate inrormaLion
on their political affiliation, sex, age, and class year.
This poll does not seek to predict the outcome of the Election nor is it intended to draw any conclusions.
This poll only tries to provide a reasonable accumulati on or data co\\ccte.d mnt\om\y.

a

--~--~~Wli&iMllllMi•.-••a•jlill111111Bllllllli•••••-··~~•WM"6A~~~u;J.w;;,nS,'Sha
ron,:9gnelti, .SLephen McPhec and Ed Ward
meet with 'Graca. to do so.

Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomo re or junior, you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commiss ioning
Program· and be guaranteed flight school
after graduation. All training is conducte d

S

during the summer. There are no on-campu s
This is an excellent opportunity to prove yourdrills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during self amongst the best and start off
making from$17,000 to $23,000
the school year.
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer a year. See if you measure up.
Commiss ioning Program and attend training Check out the Marine Corps Offi- tme~~
cer Commiss ioning Programs.
after graduation.

FRESHMA N, SOPHOM ORES, JUNIORS ~ND SENIORS .•• To inquire about our Guaranteed
Aviation Program as well as our Ground, Law and Women

Officer'Prograrns, see Capt Mike Dunford in front of the Bookstore on Tuesday and Wednesday, 8 & 9 November,
from 10:00 - 2;00 or call collect (617) 451-3012

6
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Campus Police Log
cont.fromp. 4
ingfound.
1200 Lock-out - Harrington
Hall lOL (Ofer. Z,efba assisting.)
1317
Lock-0ut-Ap ts. (Chief

Graca assisting.)
1323
Chief Graca en route to
Campus Center to meet with Dr.
Veno.
1355
Car 3 on 10-30 to met
with student.
1500
Ofer. 2'.eiba out at fill to
meet w/ Brian King.
2035
Lock-out - Shea/
Durgin. (Ofer. Roginieliwicz

road by Joe•s Spa, relayed to

BPD.
1637
BAT Bus #8803 found
open in Grove St. lot. Ofer.
Moore securing as well as possible.
1647
Mobile radio secured
from above.
1655
Busradiotagg ed,putin
squad room.
2257
Ben Ellis towing on
campus to pick up vehicle. Advised to contact CP first in future.

Monday, 23 October

assisting.)

2101
Sgt. Cunningham, Ofer.
Zadok en route to line to meet
Middleboro cruiser for mail.
2106
Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Ofcrs. Fagan, Roginieliwicz assisting.)
2255
Wood, Scott Halls requested to make announcement
for vehicle (MAreg.441-LLT) to
be removed from fire lane next to
Wood or it will be towed.
2329
Fire Alann - first floor
Shea. Sgt. Cunningham, Ofcrs.
Fagan, Roginieliwicz, andZadok
en route.

Sunday, 22 October
0025

Call from Wood-M/F

confrontation in front of donn possible 3d party involved. Cars
I, 2enroute. Nobody thereon arrival.

0045

Transport requested

male from Shea/Durgin to Pope~
Caller reports car off

0845

0050
Four males observed in
LGH lot, near dugout ran into
wooded area when approached Cars 1,2,3, Sgt. Chiocca(BPD)

responding.
0100 Car 1 reports Chevy
Chevette, (MA reg. 199-NIB),
seenleavinglotatsametimesubjects ran.
0120 Parties found - Letters
to be sent.
0145
Fire Alarm - Shea/
Durgin. All units responding.
1300
Gate unlocked at Apts.
(For Burnell School foot-race.)
1736
Ofer. invetigatingfront
door of Art Bldg. propped open.
1820 Female reports Chief

Graca was supposed to reserve
spaces behind Campus Center
for guests for a dinner this evening. but area is filled by theatre
group.

Ofer. Moore out w/
owner of OMV, Shea/Durgin
front Escorts party to station for
cables.

2122

Tuesday, 24 October
0240
Medical emergency,
Shea/Durgin. Car 1 en route.
0255
Car 1requests2()().
0305
260 en route to St
Luke's w/ Durgin resident
0800
Lock-out - LGH lot
(Chief Graca assisting.)
0910 Infirmary requesting
assistance for female student
fallen on sidewalk in frontofinfo
Booth. Car 1 responding.
0911
Ofer. Fruzzetti reports

no one in area at Info Booth.
0912
Infirmary reports 3d
party assisted above student
0915
Highway Dept. Notified of condition of new sidewalk
and injured student Reps. en
route to investigate.
1020 Car 2 transporting female to St. Luke's.
1105
Ofer. Fruzzetti reports
minor accident in LGH lot
Awaiting assistance from BSC
garage.
1130 Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Ofer. Zeiba assisting.)
1205
Ofer. Fruzetti en route
to St Luke's.
1320 Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Ofer. Fruzzetti assisting.)
1402 Lock-out
Burnell

1646
Request to deliver
emergency message at Library.
Ofer. Moore en route.
1700
Party reports red Nissan. (MA reg. 277-KBG) inLGH
lot Has lost keys, will return
with locksmith.
1830
Page throughout Shea/
Durgin for removal of vehicles
from Fire Lane.
1845
Unmoved vehicles ticketed.
2053
Ofer. Fagan requesting
Ms.Peckerm ancheckalan temin \
first floor window - possible 1

candle.
2222
Ofer. Moore on transport of one female from LGH lot
to Pope.

Wednesday, 25 October
1025
Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Chief Graca assisting.)
1320
Ofer. Fruzzetti requesting wrecker at rear of Conant
Science Bldg. Vehicle, (MA reg.
277-KPD), displaying altered
decal. Ben Ellis Towing en
route.
2101
RD at Shea /Durgin
requests Ofer. Two males tampering w/ fire extinguisher. Sgt.
Cunningham, Ofcrs. Fagan,
Moore en route.
2126
Ofer. Moore 10-3 .w/
one State Police default warrantArrest. (Male, D.O.B. 6-27-67)
2126
Sgt.• Ofer. Fagan transporting party off campus. AdQt tQ return, letter to be
wo a

parties

in Hill incident, No Trespassing

let:terS to be sent
2240
Sgt., Ofer. Fagan on
transport from LGHlot to Wood.
2245
DMV ok'd, Gym lot. red Plymouth, (MA reg. 417NXA).

Thursday, 26 October
0010
Sgt Cunningham transporting two females from LGH
to Wood.
1155 Party reports license
plate stolen from Apts. - RI reg.
1F-122. Forms filed with BPD.
1220
Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Ofer. Fruzzetti assisting.)

1620
Ofer. Moore received
report of suspicious male in area
of Boyden Hall, requesting floor
plans for bldgs.
1625
Ofer. Moore out w/
subject fitting description from
above. Ofer. Fagan en route.
1633
Ofers. Moore, Fagan
clear. Party sent on his way.
1855
Ofer. Moore off at Hill
on investigation.
1958
Ofer. Moore en route to
Campus Center, continuing investigation.
2136
Lock-out - LGH lot.
(Ofer. Fagan assisting.)
2147
Ofer. Moore off at Hill

on investigation.
Ofer. Moore off at Hill
on investigation.
2300
Front door of Art Bldg.
2256

VIS

hrs.
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Re-elect

Ja ck ie Le wi s
Because there's no substitu te for hard work.

Rep. Jackie Lewis has been a strong
voice for Bridgewater State College
on Beacon m.n.

Working for programs, policies and
capital projects which are important

to you.

Working to increase student housing.
To stabilize tuition costs. And to
promote BSC as the best college in

BSC, In higher education, And in you.

On Tues day Nove mber 8th keep

Rep. Jack ie Lewi s work ing, for
you, for us, for the distri ct.
Paid for by the Comm. to Re-elect Rep. Jackie Lewis.
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Viewpoint
Exercise yo ur right
Every four years, on the second
Tuesday in Novemb er, Americ a
votes to elect a Presiden t. Every
two years, Americ a elects their
represen tatives to Congress. Who
cares, right?
Everyone should.
It is more importa nt this year to
vote, since "everyo ne" will be
deciding whay party will run the
White House for the next four
years. That "everyone means only
those who vote.
Students are among the age group
who tend to vote the least. They
have been called irresponsible and
useless by many of the older
generations for not taking an active
part in the governmental system.
They deserve this description.
And why? Because students lack
the capabili ty to think about an
event which does not directly effect
them. The "Me" generation cares
only about one person: themselves.
Voting for a candidate or issue is
one aspect which does not have a
place in their life.
It is the people who have this
style of thinking which give the
others a bad reputation.
•11i1•a•l•r•~~-~~l$·,,had . any
capability to' think beyond their
own little world, they would realize
the importa nce their vote could
make.
Recentl y, a candida te from
Boston won a recount by five
votes, after he lost his first recount
by one vote. Those people, who
did not think that their vote could
ever make a difference, are wrong.
Aside from candidates, there are
11

Students and every other citizen
in Americ a has the capability of
independent thought. Voting they
way one's friend does is not an
illustration of this proces. It is an
illustraion of mindless stupidity.
Any moron can chose "yes" or
"no" without knowing the isasues.
Scientis ts have trained monkeys
which <:an perform these tasks.
Humans are suppose dly more
advanced than are these monkeys.
If this is the case, then why does no
one understa nd these question s,
and the importance of voting.
Maybe it is time students of this
campus , and across the country,
began to show respect and
respons ibility to the nation and
vote.
Regardl ess of which candidate
will win, and how each of the
issues will tum out, go out and
vote. It is one of the few rights
which can not be taken away.
Vote on Tuesday, November 8.
also pending questio ns which
potential voters must answer.
There are also four ballot
questions, of which three directly
affect many of the student s
attendin g this ·campus. Que~~~t.iii~~•~llJ
one deals with pay increase'S''1'"
state officials; questioi ilwo wants
to repeal the prevailing wage law;
questio n four will stop power
plants that produce.nuclear waste.
Many people do not have any
idea what these questions are about,
nor the isues behind them. Yet,
To the Editor:
It contains page after page of logs that
there are those students and citizens
describe which professor s get how many
who will vote the way their freinds
This is a mystery of sorts. I take two copies of somethin g. If the thing is yours,
vote.

Lost and Found
Did

anyone lose a red-wire notebook?

Letters Submission Policy
The Comment welcomes your Letters to the Editor. Our Letters page is a. forum we
proudly make available for the benefit of our readership. To facilitate ow· being able to
serve our readers more efficiently., we ask that several guidelines be followed when

preparing your letter.
1. All submissions should be typed. or neatly handwritten.
2. Please keep letters to a limit of approximately 250 words.

3. All submissions must be recieved in our office by noon Monday for

publication on Thursday.
4. The Comment reserves the right to edit all submissions for grammar,
spelling, and length. It is expected that an author will check his/her own
submission for accuracy,·and the Comment cannot be responsible for factual
errors within letters. ·
5. All letters must include a signature and a phone nwnber for varification.
Unsigned letters Will be held one week, and discarded. They will not be
published unless they are signed.

Photo Editor
Debra Willis
Ad Manager

Stephen McPhee
Copy Editor
Patrick Hurley

night classes here, one in the library and
the other at Boyden Hall. On Tuesday,
Nov. 2~ while in my Boyden class, I
reached into my book bag and found
something that didn't belong to me.

It's a red wire-ring notebook. I have
absolutel y no idea how ·it got there, but
assume it somehow got mixed in with the
things that I stuffed in my bag after one
of my classes last week, or when I was at
the library.
The manner in which it came into my
possession is of less significance than this
fact: It appears to be of substanti al
academic value, and I'd like to see it
returned to it:s,,owner.
· Let me describe it. As I've said, it's red.

I suppose by now you recognize what I'm
describing,
I probably need not go into more
detail. Yet I will include this last detail.
Attached by paper clip to the back flap is
a note from Rosemar y O'Conne ll of the
Political Science departme nt. The note
grants a student permissi on to use the
library's copy machines for a project.
Since I'm only here on Tuesday nights,
it seems unlikey that a meeting could be
arranged . I'll leave the thing , in. the
competen t hands of this newspap er. The
editor has assured me tl)at it will be well
taken care of. Here's hoping that
notebook's owner is a reader.
Good luck,
Roger Spring

The Comment

Arts·& Entertain ment Editor
CaitUn Andrews

since 1927

Managing Editor
Bryon Hayes

Editor in Chief
Edmund .F. Ward

Executiv e Editor
John R. Bums, ill

Sports Editor

Paul Counwye r

Sta.ff: Micheal Abusheer y, Peter Ashworth . John R. Brown. Kirk Van Dyke, ·
David Ff.annery , Maret Hahn, Christine Howard , Kevin Richaids and Charles Tsoupra
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Copy Editor
Mary Beth MacNeil
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Advertisi ng Secretary: Patricia Hogan
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The Commen t is a student supporte d and operated weekly newspap er serving the academic
commun ity of Bridgewa ter State College. Editorial Policy is
determin ed by the Editor-In -Chief in consulta tion with the Executiv e Board. Republic
ation of any material containe d herein is prohibite d without the expresse d
wrttten permissio n of the Editor-in-Chief. All material submitte d becomes property
of The Commen t. Letters to the Editor are encourag ed but may be limited to
250 words and must be typed. Letters, classified advertise ments, and all other wrttten
matertals are subject to condensa tion. Advertisi ng rates are available
upon request. Any person wishing to join The Commen t should contact either the Editor-in
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Le tte rs
In case you don't know, smok ing stink s
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to request that
the smokers of this campus be more
considerate toward those of us who do not
smoke. I realize that smokers are not
necessarily aware that their habit is
offensive to many of their fellow students,
and I think that simply pointing this out
to them may help.
Several times recently I have seen people
smoking in the corridors of campus
buildings, which are amply adorned with
"No Smoking" signs. These people have
each appeared .to be leaving the building
but were nevertheless still inside. It seems
they supposed t.h£t they would not be seen ·
by anyone of authority on the matter and

that nobody else cared. The fact is, many cigarette butts. Concentrations of discarded
students have been made miserable as butts surround building entrances and
they're passed through a yellow-gray Cloud outdoor benches. Ironically, Jhese spots
of somebody's lingering cigarette smoke where the litter is worstare also the spots
on their way to class.
where ashtrays are placed. I can't image
Even more intolerable than the latter is a why a person would throw a cigarette on
smoked-filled bathroom. People who have the gound when an ashtray is only steps
the insolence to smoke in a bathroom that away. This unthoughtfulnes s is making
I happen to be in find themselves objects our campus look like the aftermath of a
of a string of obscenities which I'm . "frat" party.
unable to suppress. Again, these smokers
I hope I have clearly indicated that when
possibly never realize they may be a cigarette is smoked, others are affected
bothering anyone, but they now stand besides the smoker.· If the smokers could
warned that some people do feel very remember thiS and try to respect the
strongly about their right to pee and feelings of non-smokers, th;is campus
breath clean air simtiltaneously.
would be a more pleasant pla,c~ for. all.·
One more point rd like to mention is
· the littering of campus grounds with
Diane Chase

Bill Drape au, your chinese stude nts miss you
To the Editor:
As you know we are attending Shanxi
Teachers University for the year. Thanks
to the Comment staff~ we have been kept
~nformed of campus news and goings on.
However, we seem to have missed one
important event. The disappearance of

student services, and Bill Drapeau, the
foreign student advisor. Are they still in
existance? We feared that they had
vanished, because we have not heard from
him since leaving Logan Airport on
September 16.
If you happen to see them, please give

Office, Shanxi Teachers University,
Linfen Shanxi Province, People's
Republic of China.
Thank you from the foreign exchange
students.

them our address: C/0 Foreign Affairs

Barry Jr., Joseph P.ranky

Christine Howard, Frank Duncan, Peter

A voice
f rolll China' s

BSC studen t
Christine Howard
Foreign Correspondent
The loudspeaker blasts on at 6 a.m.
Chinese ,voices fill the air. Groggily, I
burrow under
bean bag (yes, bean
bag) pillow, to no avail. I am awake.
God, why am I here? I ask.
Riding my bike through town,
gripping the handlebars, frantically
ringing the bell to clear the path of
pedestrians and olhcr cyclisl"; I narrowly
avoid running heado_n into an army
truck. God, why am I here? I ask again.
Sti11 no answer.
,
At lunch I stare at a plate of
unidentifable vegytablcs and the
ubiqutious rice, and wonder why I have
come halfway across the world to inflict ·
this misery upon myself. Why am I
here to be stared at, pointed at by small
children who ycll"Mci guo rcn" "American" at me'? Herc I am in a world
where David Lcncrman and Johnny
Carson do not exist. Where they're
never heard of Oprah, 10,000 Maniacs,
or Chicken Tenders. This is a place
where even shopping, the great
American pastirne is an cnl'.rcisc~ in

mx

Possessing· the .vocabuJary.J.>L..a..J.:wo ,
~.:~;'p-j

'

Children- and students from Dr. Huber's Children's Development al Clinic partake in a variety of games
and exercises.

Thank you Sigma Chi for all the
To the Editor:
I would like to commend the members
of Sigma Chi for their splendid effort in
making the Annual Bonfire such _a

a~d

success. The event was well monitored by
Sigma Chi.
I must also commend our students for
their exemplary behavior - there were no
incidents - and everyone enjoyed the

and. cooper ation
occasion, including the Campus Police.
We are proud of you all!

Fortunato G. Graca, Chief

A thank you note to a consid erate Alpha Eta Rho
To the Editor:

We would like to take the opportunity
to publicly thank Alpha Eta Rho
fraternity for their support on
Homecoming Day.
Tau Alpha Kappa had invested much

time and money to prepare a float for the
Homecoming parade. "
Unfortunately, only minutes-before the
parade was to begin, we were notified that
our flatbed had unexplainably disappeared.
Alpha Eta Rho, learning of this
misfortune, offered to dismantle part of

their float allowing Tau Alpha Kappa to
join them in the parade.
Thank you for such a considerate offer
and being an example to others for what
the Greek life represents.
Tau Alpha Kappa

~.·....·.... 1Fa'com .·
'. \9 f SniilM;· and :mangIM
1

rases; ·r usually

succc~d in

making myself understood;
I've been in China for a month now
and am beginning to come out of
culture shock and adapt to the Chinese
lifestyle. I am finally realizing why I'm
here. I am here because here offcrs
experiences unlike any at home. Where
else can you draw a crowd just by
buying eggs? But more important, how
else could I learn so much about Lhc
Chinese lifestyle? And in adapting to
the Chinese lifestyle I am gaining a
new perspective on American life.
t I am learning the importance of
economy. The Chinese ·do not waste
anything, and I am beginning to sec the
value in this. H's definately a value we
should adopt in American life.
I never thought I could live without
television, my car, diet pepsi, the stress
of daily life, and frozen food. But I don't
even miss them. Sure, we alJ have our
obsessions - I would give my first born
for a turkey sandwich, Fank Duncari
would like a crystal ball to keep an eye
on the family at home, Peter Barry
would like to see his misquote in
Bridgewater Today corrected, and Joe
Brannley would like a real American
breakfast - · eggs, bacon, toast,
homefries, and a blueberry muffin. We
all really miss the people at home, and
appreciate the newsy letters we receive
from them~ Special thanks to the
Comment for sending us the weekly
issues .. We may be 12 days behind, but
at least were informed.
So, life in China may be devoid of
fast food, late night television, and diet·
pepsi, but I think my year here is going
to be ·worth the trials and tribulations.
Every experience. good or bad is a
learning experience, right?
Now, if I could just learn to say
turkey sandwich in Chinese
.
.
·..
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Fo r you r information:

Taken from "The Official Massachusetts Information For Voters"

Inc rea sed sal ari es for cer tai n sta te off ici als
Do you approv

e of a law, summa rized
below , which was approv ed by the
House of Representatives on on May
20, 1987, by a vote of 93-58. and
approv ed by the Senate on May 20.
1987, by a vote of 31-8?
The law provid es a salary increa se,
effecti ve Januar y 7, I 987, for the
membe rs of the legislature and certain

consti tution al

office rs

of

the

Comm onwea lth.
Beginn ing at a base salary of $30,00 0,
each memb er of the legisla ture will
recievc a salary increase under the law

equal to the compo unded percen tage

incr :.ase in the salaries of full time state

employees who are subject to collective
bargai ning agreem ents betwee n the
Comm onwea lth and the ALLIANCE,
AFSCME-SEIU, AFL-C IO in effect
between January 5. 1983 and January 7,
1987. Thereafter the salaries of each
memb er of the ·legisl ature will be
increased by the same percent.ages as the
salarie s of full-tim e state employees
subjec t to collec tive bargai ning
agreements.
The law further provides that members
of the legislature holdin g leaders hip

positions and commi ttee chairm anship s
will recieve an annual sum in additio n
to their salary. This additio nal amoun t
will vary from $7,500 to $35,00 0
depen ding upon the positio n the
particular membe r holds.

The law also increas es the salarie s of
certain constit utiona l officer s. Under
the law, the salary of the govern or is
set at $85,00 0; the salarie s of the
lieuten ant govern or, state secreta ry,
state treasur er, and the state audito r are
set at $70,00 0; and the salary of the
attorney genera l is set at $75,00 0.

Re pea lin g the pre vai lin g wage law
Do you approv e of a law, summa rized
below, which was disapproved by the
Houe of Repres entativ es on May 3,
1988, by a vote of 24-123, and on
which no vote was taken by the Senate

construction of public works be paid no
less than the wages paid locally under
existi ng collec tive bargai ning
agreem ents and understandings, or by
the municipality, for the same kind of

•••••••·····-~,-~1#111!i~~~~til~1~t~'·'''~-jt!:'~~~~~

\~i:~Wr'''~'*~

, 'Co1~unissio~~~ 0f~~r ~d fud~~tries
1

The propos ed law would repeal state
law requiri ng that the wages, includi ng
payme nts to health and welfar e plans,
paid to person s emplo yed in the

would no longer set wage rates for such
work or classify jobs. ,
The propos ed law would also remove
the Comm issione r of Labor and
Indust ries' authority to set the wage

rates of emplo yees of contra ctors who
move office furnitu re and fixture s for
the state or a county , city, town or
distri ct,
and
remov e
the
Comm ission er's author ity to set the
i,,,,:;:\\di~ge rates of operat ors of vehicle s and
. Other eqUipm ent engag~
pu IC
works.
The propos ed Jaw would not change the
way wages are set for laborer s emplo yed
by the state Depar tment of Public
Works and the Metro politan Distric t

3 Re gu lat ing tre atm ent of far m an im als
Do you approv e of a law, summa rized
below, which was disapproved by the
House of Representatives on May 2,
1988, by a vote of 2-150, and
disapproved by the Senate on May 3,
1988 by a vote of 0-34?

Food and Agricu lture to · issue
regulations to ensure that farm animals
are mainta ined in good health and that
cruel or inhumane practices are not used
in raising , handling or transportation of
animals.

The propos ed law ·would require the
Comm isioner of the Depart ment of

The· Comm isione r would issue
regulations, effective within four years
of the passag e of the propos ed law,

about the surgic al proced ures used on
farm anima ls, the transp ortatio n and
slaugh ter of farm animal s, and the diet
and housin g of those animal s. The
Direct or of the Divisi on of Anima l
Health could issue exemp tion permit s
for a period of time up to one year and
one half to any farmer .
Under the propos ed measu re, an unpaid
Scient ific Advis ory Board on Farm
Anima l Welfa re comp rised of
veterin arians and anima l scient ists
would also be establi shed within the
Depart ment of Agricu lture. The Board
would exami ne . anima l. agricu ltural
. practic es. issue for public ation certain
reports · on farlil practices and make
non:bi nding reco.aendatiDns to the
Comm ission er about speci fic
regula tions. If . approp riated by the
legisla ture, the Board. may allocate an
. annual sum of not more than ten cents

Any individ ual may waive his or her
salary increa se under this law. Any
amoun t so waived shall not be deeme d
regula r compe nsation for the purpos es
of compu ting any such perso n's
benefi ts and shall be exemp t from state
taxatio n.

A YES vote would appro ve ·the law
that increa sed the salari es of certain
state officials.
A NO vote would repeal the law that
increased the salaries of these officials.

Comm ission.

A YES vote would repea l the
prevai ling wage law, which requires the
state to set wage rates for certai n

·

. . ..

JtQing

state or"locat government.

A NO vote would contin ue the
prevai ling wage law, which requires the
state to set wage rates for these
employ ees.

per Massa chuset ts citizen to assist
farmer s in adopti ng metho ds which are
consis tent with the purpos es of this
law.
The Direct or of the Divisi on of Anima l
Health would be respon sible for
enforc ing regula tions issued as a result
of this propos ed law. Person s who
violate the new law would be punish ed
by a fine of up to $1,000 .

A YES vote would requir e new state
regula tions concer ning treatm ent of
farm anima ls and would establ ish a
Scient ific Adviso ry Board on Farm
Anima l Welfare .

A NO vote would not requir e new
state regula tions concer ning treatm ent
of farm anima ls, and would not
establish the propos ed Adviso ry Board.

Sto pp ing ele ctr ic po we r pla nts
tha t pro du ce nu cle ar Waste
Do you approve of a law, summa rized
below, upon which no vote was taken
by the House of Repres ntative s or the
Senate before May4, J988?
The propos ed law would provid e that,
after July 4, 1989, there shall be no
further generation of electri c power by
commercial nuclea r power plants in. the
Comm onwea lth by means which result
in the production of nuclea r waste.

A YES vote would stop . electr ic
power gener ation by comm ercial
nuclea r· power plants by means that
prQduce nuclea r waste, after July 4,
1989.

A NO vote would not stop electri c
power gem:ration by comme.rcial power
plants by means that produc e nuclea r
··waste.

The Commen t
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Co nce rt Dance Company ret urn s to BSC
The repertory company presents workshops, lectures, and demonstrations for the college
Concert Dance Company, one
of the foremost modern-da nce
repertory companies in the United
States, returns to Bridgewat er
State College to present
workshops , master classes, and
lecture demonstra tions on November 3 and 7. A final concert
performan ce is scheduled for
Novembe r 8 at 8 p.m. in the
Rondileau Campus Center.
Founded in 1987, the lengthy
repertoire for the seven-mem ber
contempo rary dance troupe includes works by such acclaimed
artists as Lucinda Childs, Jim
Coleman, Merce Cunningha m,
Laura Dean, Mark Dendy, Mark
Morris, Charles Moulton, Bebe
Miller, Rosalind Newman,
Wendy Perron and Deborah
Wolfe, Artistic Director.

Committe d to cultural
education, the Company participates in special workshop
programs in various public
schools with support from the
Cultural Resources Program of
the Massachusetts Council on the
Arts and Humanities.
As part of the educationa l
componen t, Judith StamesHamilton, one of the Company's
original members, will assist
Professor Samuel Baumgarte n's
physical education class in
exploring rhythm through
creative movement on November
3 at the College's Burnell
Laboratory School.
Such
cultural
lecture
demonstrations will be extended
to fourth, fifth, and sixth graders
of the Bridgewater Public School
System, as well as the Burnell
School, as they are taken
"Backstag e and Upfront with
· Concert Dance Company" on
November 7 at 10 a.m.
According to Beth Potier,

Concert Dance Compan y
is art in motion. (Photo by
Richard Grabbert .)

However, the young-at-h eart
need not despair as adult master
classes in modem dance will be
offered at the Bumell Laboratory
School on both elementary and
intermediate levels on November
7 at 5 p.m. These classes will
also be instructed by Concert
Dance performers, and are offered
free-of-charge.
The lively lecture demonstra tions will come to a dramatic end
as Concert Dance Company
performs a spectacula r finale on
November 8. Highlighti ng the
program will be "Beat, i1
choreograp hed by Mark Dendy;
uNew Suit," choreogra phed by
Charles Moulton; "Race,"
choreographed by Wendy Perron;
and "Freefall," choreograp hed by
Mark Taylor. A ·reception ,
complete with a question-a ndanswer session, will follow.
"The unique facet of Concert
Dance Company is that we
utilize different choreograp hers
with a potpourri of styles. This

Concert Dance Company of
particular performan ce is truly
Boston Manager, "In an original
indicative of this, as our
lecture demonstra tion created movemen ts .range from the
especially by Concert Dance
athletic •.· to the classical and,
Company. performers will give finally, to the mesmorizing!
children a true 'backstage look' at
Concert Dance Company of
what it takes to be a dancer, as
Boston is sponsored by the
well as a performer. From warm
Bridgewat er Arts and Lecture
ups to goof ups-- insight will be Series-- a project of the Bridgegiven to modem dance."
water State College Foundation .
For a special group of children
It is sponsored equally by the
who have a love for dance and departmen ts of Speech Commovement , an invitation has
munication /Theatre Arts/ Combeen extended by members of the munication Disorders , Health/
Company to participate in an Physical Education / Recreation
after-schoo l workshop at 3:15 and the Dance· Corps. Program
p.m. on November 7 at the · coordinators are Dr. Nancy Moses
Burnell Laboratory School.
and Mr. Philip Conroy.

For additional informatio n
regarding the lecture demonstrations, please contact Dr. Nancy
Moses at (508) 697-1200.
Informatio n regarding the
finale performanc e on November
8 may be obtained by contacting
the Bridgewat er State College
Foundation at (508) 697-1290.
Concert Dance Company of
Boston is funded in part by the

Grease is a real slick production
By Kevin Richards
Comment staff

Grease is definitely the word
around campus this week. The

atmospher e in the auditorium
opening night, October 28, was
filled with excitemen t and
enthusiasm as family· members

'Sandy (Sally Anne Ward) sings in front of the Pink Ladies.
(Staff photo by Deb Willis)

and ·friends of the cast eagerly beautiful but tough Rizzo, leader
awaited the start of the show.
of the Pink Ladies, who represent
The best part of Grease is that . the Greasers female counter parts
its an ensemble work, with no
of Rydell High. Silva gives
single character being the most Rizzo a vulnerable side that adds .
important. The romance of Dandepth to what otherwise could
ny and Sandy is the central
have been an unsympath etic
theme, but the storylines of the
character. Joanne Anderson porother characters are equally imtrays Marty, the Pink Lady with
portant.
all the right moves. In this role,
she truly has all the right moves.
Sally Anne Ward plays Sandy,
The talentinvo l ved in Grease
the new girl in school who has a
is used to the fullest potential.
summer romance with Danny The most enjoyable aspect of this
Zuko, leader of the misfit gang production is not the songs,
known as the Greasers. Ward dancing, or story, but h· engives Sandy a goofy. naivete that thusiasm and sense of cam, comes across as charminly araderie that exudes cUrectly from
amusing. Todd Poudrier who por- each cast member t6 everyone in
trays Danny is charasmat ic and the audience.
unsophisticatedly cool. The two
of them together make a dynamic
Grease is playing this Friday,
pair. Poudrier's talent shines "Saturday, and Sunday at the.
through in the song and dance Rondileau Campus Center
routines that highlight the play .. auditorium. Tickets are on sale at
the ticket booth for $4 for
Deirdre A. Silva plays the students and $6 for the public.

New England Foundation for the
Arts, with support from New
England Telephone , the Mass~
achusetts Council on the Arts and
Humanitie s, and the National
Endowmen t for the Arts. Concert
Dance Company is also funded
by the Cultural Education al
Collaborative and the Bridgewater
State
College
AI umni
Association.
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Sonic Youth stimulating as a bad dre am

An attention getting performance, but lacks a flowing rhyth m
By Lee Stanford
Contributor
The best way to describe the
aural maelstrom of the Sonic
Youth performance October 27 at
the Somerville Theatre is to
picture the soundtrack to the
worst nightmare imaginable,
combined with the sound of
thousands of electric guitars all

BLOOM COUNT Y

being smashed at the same time.
Sonic Youth has existed as a
band since 1981. It consists of
guitarists Thurston Moore and
Lee Ranaldo, bassist Kim
Gordon, and drummer Steve
Shelley. All four are respected
members of New York City's
creative vanguard. They group
plays what some would call basic
rock and roll, others would call

Hell.
The set lasted a.bout an hour,
an hour that will not be
forgotten. Sonic Youth took the
audience on a tour of their own
senses and unconscious, bringing
them back unharmed but forever
changed. Sonic Youth do not
tune their guitars in a
conventional fashion, so it takes
a while for the audience to adjust

by Berke Breathe d

-----------------

-~~~~~

to this new stimuli.
Both
guitarists played with great
intensity and originality, with
Moore going so far as to wedge a
drumstick between his strings and
beat on it ferociously. Surprisingly, all this commotion
was not very loud. Sonic Youth
does not feel that a good rock
show needs to be so loud that the
audience is in pain.
The only objectional part of
the show was the constant breaks
the band had to take between
songs to retune and adjust their
instruments. This broke the
rhythmn of the performance and
caused the audience to become
restless. Even the band started to
get disgusted. At one point,
Moore threw his guitar to the

floor after the fourth consecutive
false start on one song.
Experimenta lism and innova~
tion aside, Sonic Youth proved
themselves capable of playing
some great rock and roll. They
destroyed the convention al
boundaries of the genre and
forever dispelled the notion that
rock must be insipid and
formulaic to succeed in the
1980's.
If anyone is interested in
breaking away from the
lemmings who follow today's
popular music, pick up any of
Sonic Youth's albums which
include the classics, Evol and
Sister, and their just released
Daydream Nation, all on the SST
record label.

·sonic Youtt'~ performed at the Some Ni lie Theatre Thurs.

-~

.Old musicians with new sound s
cont.fromp. 11
Loughnane , and Jam es
Pankow, is also all over this
record. It's a Chicago trademark·
and without it the band loses
some of it's identity, but there
is · a case for even a little
identity crisis on Chicago 19.
It happens on the best and
most daring track on this
n...,ord called "Victorious." This
song was written by up and
coming songster Marc Jordon
and featuring original member
Robert Lamn on lead vocals.
This tune will grabs any
listener with the Pink Floyd
overtones. It's "We are the
World" chorus and it's head
jarring hook.
This album is truly a
surprise for those who have
come to appreciate their works
from the "old days" -~ore than
the post"Peter Cetera material.
However, Chicago 19 builds a
solid case for the new band and
the future.
Glenn Frey was born in
Detroit. He is an avid ·fan of
Motown and old soul records
from the 60's. As a founding
member of the Eagles, his
strengths were always hindered
by· the ever changing styles of
the band that eventually defined
WestCoast rock. Even on the
Eagles' "Heartadae Tonight,"
~r~y was frankly try.mg to
tnJect some of his hometown ·

rhythm and blues in his
bandmate s
ideas.
Unfortunate ly, the Eagles
disbanded in early 1981 for
solo careers.
Frey's solo career has
progressively gotten closer to
his roots. On
So u l
Searching," Frey has gone all
the way. The opening track
"Livin' Right" is an ode to
fitness. Frey proclaims that
one has to give something up
to get something back.
Aerobics instructors will likely
give this tune a workout. But
Frey seems more at home with
tender ballads like the finger
s.napping "Some Kind of
Blue," "True Love," and "Soul
Searching."
Ju::.. ~ Frey could be in his
best physical condition (he has
been seen in the pages of
Rolling Stone modeling ski
wear). He is definitely found a
vocal strength he has not
always had. Frey has turned
into a "crooner" as opposed to
a "belter." Do not get Frey
wrong~ he can still holler as he
does in "Working Man." But
Frey does not sound like he
does in 11 Smugglers Blues."
Frf.y's commitmen t to
rhythm and blues has taken
him to a whole new audience.
His appeal will be strongest
with women 25 and older. But
his music is as strong as it
has been· his 40 years. Frey
is "Livin' Right"
11

in
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Julia n the classical
lady of the 1300's
The life and vocation of Julian
of Norwich, first known English
woman writer, theologian, and
spiritual guide, is the subject of a
one-character drama currently
touring intemati.onally Julian is
written by J. Janda (published by
Harper and Row). He is the
author of eight other dramas and
several collections of verse.
Julian is performed by Roberta
Nobelman, born in Oxford,
England, who now lives in
Dumont, New Jersey with her
husband and three children.
Julian of Norwich (b. 1342)
· was a contemporary of Chaucer.
Her knowledge and love of God
offers a universal and
unmistakably contemporary
message. The place where Julian
wrote and served as spiritual
guide and anchoress was her cell
attached to the Church of St.
Julian in Norwich, England.
Julian's comments on the wars,
plagues, and spiritual dilemmas
of her time are rooted in our
shared human condition and deep,
trusting relationship with God.
She survived three outbreaks of
the Black Plague that reduced the
population of England by half,
the Peasants' Revolt, the Great
Western Schism, and the Hundred
Years' War. She described her
visions in herbook, "Revelations
of Divine Love." For Julian, God
is Mother and Father, courteous,
all-loving, and all-forgiving. "All

shall be well, and all shall be
well, and thou shall see thy self
that all manner of thing shall be
well 11, she reassured her
"even-Christians" - "Wit it. well,
love is His meaning."
"Janda's poetic drama is an
elegant, moving expression of
Julian of Norwich's theology.
Roberta Nobleman's Julian is a
beautifully crafted, warmly
human characterization. I found
myself praying in new ways after
experiencing Julian. This is a
drama that will change the way
you relate to god." - J. Michael
Sparough, SJ., Artistic Director,
Fountain
Square Fools,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Rev. Herbert O'Driscoll,
noted writer and preacher, said,
after viewing Julian: "She is not.
only a great lady of the past; she
is a great woman in our future.
What Thomas Merton was to the
spirituality in the 1960's and
1970's, Julian will be to the
1980's and 1990's.
Roberta Nobleman is an
actress and teacher, author of six
books on creative drama,
children's theater, and mime, all
published by New Plays. Inc.
Bridgewater State College
Catholic Center, Robert Mello
Memorial Performance Fund, and
BSC Department of Theatre Arts
will present Julian free of charge
on Tuesday, Novembr 15, 1988,
at 8 P.M.

TAKE ABITE
OUT OF
YOUR TUITION
This year, you can take a chunk out of your college
costs with a part time job at United :farcel Service.
UPS Package Handlers make $8-9 an hour to start,
and there's no experience necessary! There's lots
more juicy benefits, too, like steady, part time 3 to 5
hour shifts to fit your school schedule, full time
benefits for part time work, chance for advancement, and a chance to get paid to shape up!
Start harvesting the UPS fruits today. United Parcel
Service has facilities in Norwood, Brockton, Watertown, Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and Warwick,
RI. Call (617) 762-9911 for more information on
the location nearest you 0 R contact your Student
Employment Office.
UPS ... for Unlimited Potentials

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
... for Unlimited PotentiaIS
:\lways an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Halloween skulks across the campus·

Mating season- Tom Vickery and Joanne Staff attended
the Hallo~een Dance as a pair of rabbits (Staff photo by

Dressed- as a Hershey's kiss is Jacki Lobos (Staff photo by
Debra Willis).

Sesame Street- danced its way onto the campus at the annual Halloween dance.
From left to right are Debie Russo, Nancy Delaney, Kin Conrad, and Chrissy
Oteni (Staff photo by Debra Wiiiis).

Q
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Hey, You.!
The one readi ng this page .

Calen dar of Events
Clarence Kennedy Gallery of
Cambridge, MA will exhibit

Thursday, November 3, 1988

sale in the Theatre box office or
in front of the bookstore.

Ensemble Theatre is offering
tickets for Trinity Repertory
by Gloria DeFilipps Brush. shows in Providence at the
Gloria DeFilipps Brush creates , amazingly low price of $2.
spaces in miniature which are in
many· ways akin to theatrical Tickets are available for The
sets.
Boys Next Door
Sunday.
In each tableau she juxta- December 4, at 7p.m.. and A
poses unexpected objects and Christmas Carol Saturday,
shapes. The results is a series of December 17, at 2 p.m., and
dream-like environments that Sunday, December 18, at 7 p.m.
puzzle the viewer's sense of Transportation to Providence is
reality. The gallery is located at not provided.
770 Main Street in Cambridge.
The exhibit is open to the public
On November 12, the
Tuesday through Saturday from Ensemble Theatre is sponsoring a
11:00 am. until 5:00 p.m. There day trip to New York City. There
is no admissiOn charge.
are a few spaces left at $13 a seat.
For more information, come to
the next Ensemble Theatre
meeting on November 10, at 5
p.m. in the Green Room; stop by
Rock and Roll Musical are now
available. They are $4 for the· the E.T. office in the basement of
the Campus Center near RG4; or
BSC community and $6 for the
leave a message for Lyn in the
general public. Tickets are for E.T. mailbox in the Communi. reserved seating. Tickets are on cations office.
from November 1- December 17,
1988 hand colored photographs

*

The Co1D1Dent

*

*

need s:

*

*

Ensemble Theatre

*

I pity_ the loser!

*

News Write rs
*
Sport s Writ.e rs
Ente rtainm ent Write rs
Featu re Write rs
Graph ic Artis ts
Sales Repr esen tatiue s *
Photo graph ers
Colum nists
Speci fic Secti on . Wri\e r$ ,_,_
11
'

'

',,·,,

,,

••• and many other posit ions ..
If you are inter este d in
fillin g any of these jobs
PLEASE conta ct the Com ment
at
697- 1200 ,
eHte ntion
2158 •. Or, stop by the offic e

.anyt ime.

Mr .T- or Dave Mason as he is better known was the
winner of the third annual "Monster Dash," which was
held Friday, October 28. This was one of the many
Hallowe'en events. (Staff photo by Debra Willis).

Profess iona{ 'Writing Service
'Tedinical Papers · 'TermPapers - !!?&ports - ~ume s

TOP QUALITY

GUARANTEED DELIVERY
WHEN ONLY THE BEST IS ACCEPTABLE
pick"'.up & delivery in Middleboro- Bridgewater area
NEXT ll!\Y SERVICES AVAILABLE
. ),l''' .. '· Prices start at $1.50/page . .

Free
.

Call Al Carmichae l

(508)947-8663

*

*

*

*

*

*

We look forw ard to hauin g
you join us.

*

*
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The Children's Physical Developmental

:c

I

. .....

•

The children in the Clinic program respond to the outgoing and friendly manner of
the many BSC clinicians, like Bob Arsenault.

Since the Spring of i974, the Health, Physical responsible for determining the needs of the child.
Education and Recreation Department of Bridgewater To achieve the goals of each child's individual
State College has supported a program which fosters program plan, experiences vary, but may include:
community service. The program affords students
• Early Intervention
from all majors on campus the opportunity to
• Physical Fitness
volunteer their time working with ·children and • Perceptual Motor Development
youth with special needs in clinical physical and • Individual and Group Games
motor program on Saturday mornings.
• Aquatic Skills
What started 15 years ago as a pilot project to meet • Rhythmic and Dance Skills

.

'

that now serves some eighty· children and youth
from 37 communities in the greater Boston, South
Shore and Rhode Island areas.
The Clinic has proven to be a satisfying experience
for students who seek to help children with special
needs to reach their fullest potential: physically,
intellectual- ly, emotionally and socially.
The Clinic utilizes the Olympic-size swimming
pool, three gymnasiums, an early childhood
intervention center, a physical fitness training room
and outdoor facilities. The developmental program
is one of only about 60 in the country.
.
·
The program seeks to improve the ·utotal
development" of children with special needs. Each
child iii the Clinioc program is assigned a clinician
who, through observation and assessment~ is

~ .. ··,

·;

.

Taking a breather: Kerry McGovern and her child direct
their attention at the camera between attempts at
learning to roll a ball.

...

Huber, (who worked extensive y w1
e first clinic
of this kind at the University of Maryland). and
Professor Johanne Smith.
The Clinic staff has recieved the Manuel Carballo
Governor's Award for Excellence in Public Service the Commonwealth's highest citation for public
service.
The Clinic is the largest group on campus with
over 100 student clinicians representing most
majors on the Bridgewater State College campus.
The Clinic is now. accepting applications for the
Winter/ Spring semester from all students interested
in applying.
.
.
Applications may .be obtained at .Dr. Huber~s
office, Room 103 in the Kelly Gymnasium, and
must be returned by December 16, 1988.

'\.~~--

The helping hands of Kelly Herman aid a child's attempt to ride a tricycle.

Ball games are an important part of a child's play life.
Gillian McManus assists a child in his attempt to learn
eye-hand coordination.
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Clinic

Mat Crowley's use of "words of encouragement" constitutes
feedback to shape appropriate bowling behavior.

How high is up? Even the smallest attempt at jumping
can be very important in a child's play life. Lora Nicholson
assists with the perceptual motor skill of directionality.

...

Peter Louzan assists his child with water orientation skills so necessary when
teaching swimming progressions.
·
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Classifieds
l\fusicians and
Entertain ers: Earn

extra
money performing for small
groups of patients in a living
room setting for approximately
one hour. Informal and relaxed
Call Shirley Ezernis at the
Brockton Hospital, 586-2600.
ext.
2543
for more
information.

Opportun ity in the
Travel Industry - the# 1
college

tour operator. is

looking for an efficient,
responsible, and organized
campus representativ e. Earn
free trips
and good
commissi ons.
Call

1-800-999-4300.

Governm ent Homes $1 (U Repair) Foreclosures,
Tax Delinquent Property. Now
Selling. This area! Call
(Refundable) 1-518-459-3546
ext. H 44046 for listings.

Campus Reps Needed
- Earn big commissions and
free trips by selling Nassau/
Paradise Island. Cancun.
Mexico and Ski trips to
Vermont and Colorado. For
more information call toll free
1-800-231-0 113 or in Ct.

203-967-3330.

Spring Break Tour
Promote r-Escort Energetic person, (M/F), to

take sign-ups for our Florida
and/or South Padre tours.
We furnish all materials for a
successful promotion. Good
pay and fun. Call Campus
Marketin g at 1-800777-2270.

100% Paid Tuition Ask some questions - get the
facts - then decide if its for

you.

Call

947-3928

or

1-800-802-4397 Massachusetts
National Guard.

Unusual Ideas to Make
Money with your home
computer. $3.00 Lb Ent., 30
E. 42nd Si:.#906, NYC, NY
10017.
On Campus Travel
Represe ntative
or
organization needed to promote
Spring Break trip to Florida.
Earn money, free trips, and
valuable work experience. Call
Inter-Campu s Programs at

1-800-433-7747.

Announcements
Exchang e Program
Deadline

Society is both a club and a class
where you could receive one
credit for joining.

For those students interested in
participating in the exchange
program with Crewe and Alsager
College in England, or for those
students who have already
expressed an interest in this
exchange, the deadline for applications is Monday, November
14th.

If you are interested, then either
get in contact with the Music
Department at ext. 1377.
Better yet, come to one of our
rehearsals every Monday and
Wednesday afternoons between 3
and 4: 15 p.m. in Boyden
Auditorium.

·~i~~~,~·
\fl~)jl-·
the
Office o~~-~--.~J
n ernat10nal
Student Affairs across from the
Tutors
Office of Student Services,
Boyden
Hall,
or call
Earn $5 per hour and make your
508-697-1208.
own hours. Tutors are needed in
all subject areas, but especially in
Office of
Accounting, Computer Science,
Admissi ons
Math, and Foreign Languages.
Interested students contact Joanne
Currently selecting students to
McKee, Progress/ Outreach
participate in the Admissions
Office, Hardngton Hall,
Tour Program. This program . 697-1241.
enables prospective students and
their families to visit the campus
and to meet current BSC
Summer '89
students. Volunteers are needed
Newspa per Editing
Mondays through Fridays at 11
Internsh
ips
a.m. and at 3 p.m.
All enthusiastic students please
contact Paul Bonitto in the Office
of Admissions, Tillinghast Hall.
The Dow Jones Newspaper

New·· Poetry Contest
Announc ed
Cameron Publishing Company
announces a new poetry contest
open to all. $1,500 First Prize
plus other prizes. For contest
rules, send self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Cameron Publishing
Company, 1109S Plaza Way
#422, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001.
The contest entry deadline is
November 10, 1988.

Choral Society
Announc es Times
for Meetings

-.~

If you have an interest in·
singing but didn't know if there
was a club suited for this
interest. .. Then Join Us!
The Chorale Society is now
looking for singers.. The Chorale

Fund is accepting applications for
its Summer '89 Newsaper Editing
Internship for College Juniors,
.and the Minority Editing 'fatern
Program for College Seniors.
Selected interns will be hired by
participating newspapers froni
across the country for a ten-week ·
period. (Minimum pay: $225./
week). Upon successful
completiqn of the program,
interns will receive a $1000.
scholarship. Application Deadline: November 15, 1988. For
application fonns contact: The

Dow Jones . Newspaper Fund~
Inc.~ P .E. Box 300$ Princeton,
N.J. 08543-0300. More information is available in the CPP

Office.

Career Plannin g.
Announ ces Their
Fall Hours
Thefall '88 hours for the Office

of Career Planning and Placement
are: Monday through Friday 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesday
evenings 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. The
office is located on the ground
floor of the Rondileau Campus
Center. Walk-ins are welcome. If
an appointment is desired. please
call 697-1328.

CareerTrak '89 will be holding its
third annual job fair for college
seniors on January 10 and 11,
1989 in New York City.
(Discounted Amtrak fares and
hotel room rates will be
available). Companies from New
England and across the country
will be there to recruit seniors
from ALL majors. To be
considered for an invitation to
CareerTrak '89, you must send
· your updated resume by
November 20, 1988. Stop by the
CPP Office for a detailed
CareerTrak '89 brochure~

Student Alumni
Relation s Council

booth located on the second floor
of the campus cneter.
To fill these out simply include
your name, the name of your
organization and both a start and
finish date that you want the
message to be read. This form
must be written in a speaking
style as it will be read directly
over the air. Once the form is
completed, simply return it to the
info booth for director approval
by Dr~ Richard Veno.
least a week to two weeks in
advance. Make use of this
opportunity to gainfree publicity
for your club. If you would like
more information. contact Karen
Coons, Public Service Director at
697-1303 during her office hours
Monday through Friday 6 - 7
p.m.

Student Referral
Service
Many part-time job opportunities available. If you are
looking for a part-time job stop
by and check out our listings.
Our office is open Monday Friday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. We are
located in Tillinghast Hall T-6.

SARC .. meetings will be held
on Mondays from 6-7 o'clock in
the Plymouth County Room;
Campus Center. New members
are. welcome.

Group Meeting for
Survivor s of Incest

WBIM Your College
Radio Station

This group will meet Wednesdays
at 3 p.m. at the Counseling
Center in Harrington Hall. If you
are interested, please call Susan
2'.eichner at 697-1331.

Free advertising is available to
all clubs and organization s
through WBIM, your college
radio station. To channel your
announceme nt make use of the
public service department. A
public service announceme nt can
be used for any nwnber of college
activities including dances,

Orthope dic
· Examina tion Clinics

The College Health Service will
be providing muscular and bone
and joint injury assessment
clinics to students of the College
meetings. public awareness Community~ Feel free to stop by
messages and many more . the Health Service office in
activities. If your club or Tillinghast Hall to_ make. ·an
organization would like to utilize appointment with the Orthopedic
this service there are simple steps Physician, Dr. Scott Oliver, ·for
to follow. Public Service the following dates: Mongays,
Announceme nt (P.S.A.) forms November 14 and 28 and'
are available at the. information. December 12.

Public Broadca sting
Free guide to
Voluntee r and
Internsh ip
Program s
The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting is now offering a
free guide entitled: Guide to
Volunteer and Internship
Programs in Public Broadcas · .,
radio and television stations and . .. *"'
organizatio ns i:n" "~0ili18'~~~'"'"''.I!'
Washington D.C., and Puerto
Rico that provide opportunitie s
to students and community
people to obtain hands-on
experience in public broadcasting .
A single copy is available free of
charge
by
writing
to:
Publication Sales, Corporation
for Public Broadcastin g, 1111
16th Street, N.W., Washington .
D.C. 20036.

New Library Fines
Policy
Dr. Owen T.P. McGowan,
director of the Maxwell Library.
has announced a new library fines
policy. effective immediately .
General circulation books and
other items incur a fine of .10 per
day kept overdue. to a maximum
of $10 per item. This amount is
reduced by one~half if the fine is
paid when the item is returned.
Reserve circulations books and
other items on two-hour or
overnight loan incur a fine of .25
for the first hour and $1 for each
additional hom or fraction thereof
kept overdue, to a maximum of
$10 per item.
·
One-week-lo an items incur a
fine of $1 per day kept overdue,
to a $10 maximum per item.
Reserve and one.- week-loan fines
are not reduced. Overdue charges
continue on weekends, ~olidays
and vacations. Dr. McGowan said
the increased fines are intended to
deter students from keeping
materials beyond the tim~ they
'are needed rather than taking the
trouble of returning the~.

The Comment

Player
Profile

High school attended:
BMC Durfee high school
Hometown: Fall River
Event/Sport: Volleyball

Number of years on
team: 3
Position: Setter I Spiker
Other Activities: Softball
Hobbies: Fishing, Dancing,
and Listening to music

Most memorable game:
The Smith tournement vs.

SMU, where I played against
my little sister.

Acheivements: MASCAC
All-star 1986 for Softball and
Volleyball, All New England
All-star Softball 1986.
Best advice from coach: "

Cathie Karl
This week's player profile is

Cathie Karl, a co-captain of the
Bridgewater State volleyball
team. She is a determined and
dedicated player leading the
team on and off the court.
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Volleyball closing in on MASCAC
By Paul Cournoyer
Comment Staff
Bridgewater State College
volleyball team chalked up two
big MASCAC wins this past
weekend over Salem State and
Westfield State.
Bridgewaterts biggest win came
first when they defeated Salem
State 3-1. The Lady Bears held
strong on defense as they drilled
Salem with spikes left and right
in their first game to win easily
15-3. The second game, however.
was taken by Salem on a strong

come from behind action making
the match 1-1.
Bridgewater regained their
momentum in the third game,
taking the game 15-8. Cathie
Karl lead the game with her sets
and spiking along with Nancy
Ledger. Sue Gentile closed this
game with 2 of her 4 aces of the
match.
The fourth and final game, BSC
took as well by a close margin.
Salem held strong as their Julie
Parsons gave BSAC a lot of
trouble with her hard hitting
serve. Parsons got 4 ace's on

Bridgewater, closing the gap to 1
point. Karl and Maura Collopy,
put an end to the game and the
match giving BSC the win.
Bridgewater's victory over
Salem broke the tie for first place
in the MASCAC giving BSC
first place over Salem.
BSC went on later for another
MASCAC victory defeating
Westfield State. Bridgewater
easily cruised over Westfield 3
games to none 15-9, 15-10, and
15-13. BSC's voJleyball team
now has ECAC tournament to
face next.

Be cockident" (sic)

Favorite

quote: " If you
love something set it free if it
comes back it is yours if it
doesn't it never was."
Favorite food: Pizza
Favorite ice cream flavor:
Blueberry
Favorite sport: Volleyball
Favorite

sports

idol:

Name: Cathie Karl
Class: 1990

Gerry Cheevers

Major I Minor: Physical

Nightmare on Elm street parts
1,2,3, and 4

Education teacher prep. 5-12
Resident or Commuter:
Commuter
Age: 21

Thursday, November 3, 1988

Favorite

movie

seen:

Best experience at BSC:
NCAA softball championships
at TSC 1988

Women's cross country
wraps up their season
""''""""""''."',.,:"',""·:':""·"' "--e" Bridgewater State College
Women's and Men's Cross
Country Teams have been busily

...,.,

Guilmette have been".out of the
last two meets with injuries.
In men's cross colfntry, Mel

Dig .deep- Lisa Weinberq reaches to return a salem State serve. (Sfoff photo by Paul
Cournoyer)

:j~Jiilt!§!!fo~~f!J.¥.,W~~~l!~~~~~~Yfi=l~~:n~~.~~~~;~~
Two weeks ago the women ran
in the Fitchburg State College
Invitational, in one of the coldest
and wettest races this year.
Temperarures were below freezing
and it pol1:fed, but BSC managed
to plac¢ "well among the other
teams. 1'he three than ran were
Leanne Travello, Beth Mosher
and Joanrie Anderson.

This · past weekend, the
women's team travelled to
Northfield for the New Englands,
where all the runners ran hard and
bettered their times from last

year. Beth Mosher placed high for
BSC - as did Anderson, Mimi
Lanin, and Travello. Sophomore
Lori Fitts and freshman Julie

in their open (Division I, II, III)
New Englands last Wednesday at
Franklin Park. Di vision" I,and II
took most of the top places, but
Gonsalves came in 80th in a field
of 350 runners. Mike Keaman
was the second BSC runner
across the line. Others with good
performances were Peter Barron,
Mike Washburn, Geoff Cantania,
John Stevens, and Phinda Neala.
Chris Albee has been out sick
most of the season.
In two weeks, BSC will be
runn~ng the last meet of the
season at SMU in the Division
III New England Qualifiers. Here
the top 10 individuals will go the
National meet in St. Louis,
Missouri. Last year junior Norm
Atchue was BSC's only qualifier.

Statistician
for the
Women's
Basketball
Team
'"

CLUB BUDGET PACKETS FOR THE SPRING
SEMESTER WILL BE AVAILABLE FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 4, 1988 IN THE

STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE.

'

WANTED: Statistician'for i988-89 Wo~en's Basketball team.
He/she will be respons~ble; for keeping.team scorebook for all
home and away games~ Interest in sports and solid knowledge 'of
math is required. Freedom to travel is essentisl. This is a PAID
position. For more information contact: Mike Storey, Sports
Info~ation Director, Public Affairs Office, Harington Hall,
ext 1335

Bridg ewate r State College wins the Cran berry Bowl
By Paul Cournoyer

Comment Staff
The touchdown was set up after a
Lindberg punt downed on the 1
yard line and a strong defense
gave BSC great field position on
the 30 when the ball crune back
to BSC. On Bridgewater's first
play Egan broke open a wide hole
running by and through defenders
to score another touchdown for
BSC. The extra point by
Charters, however, was partially
blocked, giving BSC a 10 point
lead 13-3.

Bridgewater State College
hosted the Mass. Maritime
Academy in the tenth annual
Cranberry Bowl on Saturday,
October29.
The Bears dominated the Mass.
Maritime Buccaneers in the first
quarter and throughout the game.
On Bridgewater's first possession
the Bears marched down the field
55 yards for a touchdown. Tom
Egan headed the drive by
Bridgewater running for two first
:iowns and gaining 48 yards

Mass. Maritime punishment
stopped in the third quarter as
BSC's Mark Goldman sacked
Buccaneer quarterback Nardone,
making more and more problems
for Mass. Maritime.

alone. Quarterback Rob Charters,
however, made the touchdown for
BSC on a 3 yard sweep to the
Buccaneer's left defensive line.
with only 7:44 left into the
::iuarter. the Bears took the lead
immediately 7-0 with Charter's
~xtra poin good.
Mass. Maritime didn't get on
he scoreboard until a second
:i.uarter fumble on a Charters
)itch out putting Mass. Maritime
Jn Bridgewater's 25 yard line.
3uccaneer, lvfike Flynn ran hard

.hem to the .six. The Bear's
iefense held strong against the
3uccaneers only allowing their
1e1d goal kicker, Lewis, to punch
n 3 points for Mass. Maritime.
3SC, before the end of the half,
nade a strong drive down around
he 14 yard line to make a field
~oal a~tempt of their own.
fowever, Charter's kick was
:wept away to the left by strong

BSC turned the heat up even
more in the fourth quarter as the
offense ran for another
touchdown. Starting from the 45,
BSC's Mark Sarkisian broke
loose for a 20 yard Bridgewater
run to the 25 yard line. Then
between Egan and Charters, the

Charters was then able to
scamper . .iJ\p9,;,fl: i,~~~~1119,Llli,<Ja,~.,"~~~11"
final touch- down or''ll\egame'.'" ·
The extra point was good and the
Bears bombed out the Buccaneers
20-3.

1

wind. leaving .the score 7~3 in
favor of BSC.
Third quarter action of the
Cranberry Bowl heated up when
BSC punter, Chuck Lindberg,
was blocked leaving Mass.

Maritime on the 22 yard line of
Bridgewater. The Bear's defense
dug deep and stopped the
Buccaneer's offensive threat. The
Bears held strong even when the
Buccaneer's attempted a trick field

:ranbe rry B·owl Action

goal attempt, trying to pass to a
man downfield. The Buccaneer's
were stopped cold by
Bridgewater's defense.
The Bears would score again in
the third quarter after driving hard.

Bridgewater's Tom Egan was
named the Cranberry Bowrs most
valuable player. on the game's

conclusion .

P·atriots conti nue to fumb le
Tom McGee
Contributor
During the pre-season· this
year, the Patriots managme~t
made a fumble that has
definitely cost them one game
and will probably cost them

more.
The ownership decided to
release Tony Franklin saying
he was inconsistent, the
obvious reason was his high
salary. Franklin was one of the
strongest and most consistent
kickers in the NFL the last few
years and has won the Patriots
many games.

ook Deep- Rob Charters looks down the field for an
ipen receiver to pass to. Charter's also made two
·ouchdowns for the game.(Staff photo by
·aul Cournoyer)

Garcia ~·.did have a good
showing in the pre-season but
that is not enough as any
experienced coach should know
to base such a permanent
decision on.
If the Patriots were looking
for some dead weight to cut
then Tony Eason should have
been the frrst one on the block.
Eason has been useless to the
Patriots ever since the beating
he took in the superbowl and
this year as the team's finances
again became the main issue,
he should have been let go ...
The players on any team main ,
concern should not be the

The Patriots gave their okay
to a new kicker_·_Garcia, a

team's finances but their own
performances . A good

strong but young and unproven

performance should equal good
pay and loyalty from the team,
the Patriots have not exhorted
this lately.
The cpst of this poor decision
has beeome evident over the

kicker. Garcia was a major cost
cutting move and the Patriots
said their reasoning wasn't the
cost but Garcia's strong
performance. Admittedly

last eight weeks of the season
as· Garcia has· cracked under
pressure. The best example of
his rookie jitters was his
disaster in Buffalo when he
missed three of three field
goals attemps and one PAT.
The ten lost points would have
won the game that the Patriots
lost
20-25. A
good
performance by die defense and
a great nmning game by John
Stephens, 134 yards, were
overshadowed by Gracia's

mistakes.
It would be a greater mistake
to now cut Garcia, who does
have great potential, he will, if
allowed develop into a good
kicker. The Patriots have
signed Jasen Staurousky who
will hopefully round out their
kicking squad and allow Garcia
to gain .some experience ·and

confidence.

